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1. Identify two strategies against SQL injection. (Choose two.)

A. Using parameterized queries with bind arguments.

B. Use subprograms that are run with the definer's right.

C. Use RESTRICT_REFERENCE clauses in functions that use dynamic SQLs.

D. Validate user inputs to functions that use dynamic SQLs built with concatenated values.

Answer: AD

2. There is a Java class file in your system and you publish it using the following command:

CREATE OR REPLACE PROCEDURE ccformat

(x IN OUT VARCHAR2)

AS LANGUAGE JAVA

NAME 'FormatCreditCardNo.formatCard(java.lang.String[])';

However, you receive the following error when executing the CCFORMAT procedure:

ERROR at line 1:

ORA-29540: class FormatCreditCardNo does not exist

ORA-06512: at "SH.CCFORMAT", line 1

ORA-06512: at line 1

What would you do to execute the procedure successfully?

A. Change the listener configuration.

B. Create a directory object and link it to the Java class file.

C. Rebuild the Java class file when the database instance is running.

D. Use the loadjava utility to load the Java class file into the database.

Answer: D

3. Which two reports can be retrieved by using the various procedures in the DBMS_METADATA PL/SQL

package? (Choose two.)

A. DDL report for all objects dependent on a table

B. DDL report for all the objects stored in a tablespace

C. DDL report for all the invalidated objects in a schema

D. data definition language (DDL) report for all the tables in a schema
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Answer: AD

4. View the Exhibit and examine the code in the PL/SQL block.

The PL/SQL block generates an error on execution. What is the reason?

A. The DELETE(n) method cannot be used with varrays.

B. The DELETE(n) method cannot be used with nested tables.

C. The NEXT method cannot be used with an associative array with VARCHAR2 key values.

D. The NEXT method cannot be used with a nested table from which an element has been deleted.

Answer: A

5. Which two statements are true about the context of an application? (Choose two.)

A. It is attached to a session.

B. It is owned by the user SYS.

C. A user can change the context of his or her application.

D. The PL/SQL package associated with the context must exist before the context is created.

E. The predefined attributes in the USERENV application context can be changed as per the requirements.

Answer: AB

6. View the Exhibit and examine the PL/SQL code.

Which statement is true about the execution of the PL/SQL code?

A. It executes successfully and displays 101 and 200000 values.

B. The ASSIGN_VAL function generates an error during compilation because nested tables cannot be

returned by functions.

C. The SELECT statement generates an error because the nested table has not been initialized in the

ASSIGN_VAL function.

D. The ASSIGN_VAL function generates an error during compilation because the EXTEND method cannot

be used with nested tables.

Answer: C

7. Examine the following settings for a session:
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PLSQL_CODE_TYPE = NATIVE

PLSQL_OPTIMIZE_LEVEL = 3

Which statement would be true in this scenario?

A. The compiler would automatically inline subprograms.

B. The compiler would inline the code for external subroutines.

C. The compiler would inline the code even if the INLINE pragma is set to NO.

D. The compiler would not inline the code unless the INLINE pragma is set to YES.

Answer: A

8. Which two statements are true about the SQL Query Result Cache? (Choose two.)

A. It can store the query results for temporary tables.

B. It can be set at the system, session, or query level.

C. It is used only across statements in the same session.

D. Cached query results become invalid when the data accessed by the query is modified.

Answer: BD

9. You have an OE_ACCESS_ORDERS_POLICY security policy implemented on the ORDERS table in the

OE schema. The user sessions are able to access only the desired rows. The database

administrator (DBA) uses the following command:

SQL> EXECUTE

DBMS_RLS.ENABLE_POLICY('OE','ORDERS','OE_ORDERS_ACCESS_POLICY',FALSE);

Which statement is true about user sessions that are connected currently?

A. The security policy remains in effect till the end of the current session.

B. The subsequent queries on the ORDERS table produce an ORA-01031: insufficient privileges error.

C. The subsequent queries on the ORDERS table within the current session are not controlled by the

security policy.

D. The subsequent queries on the ORDERS table produce an ORA-28112: failed to execute policy function

error.

Answer: C
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10.Identify two methods for immunizing PL/SQL code against SQL injection attacks. (Choose two.)

A. Use bind arguments.

B. Validate all input concatenated to dynamic SQL.

C. Use dynamic SQLs constructed using concatenation of input values.

D. Use subprograms as part of packages instead of stand-alone subprograms.

Answer: AB
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